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Three Guiding Questions

• What does it mean to “read?”

• What are target (capacidades objetivo) and 

access skills (capacidades acceso)?

• How can these concepts promote inclusive 

education?



Which one of these statements is 

literacy?
• using specific skills (e.g., phonetic skills) 

• understand the rules of language

• critically analyzing text

• solving problems (e.g., research)

• use text for self-empowerment



US literacy tests focus on three 

skills
• Foundational skills (phonics, sounding out 

words)

• Literal comprehension (what is the 

meaning?)

• Inferential comprehension (deducing and 

applying meaning where it is not explicit)

Johnstone & Thurlow, 2012



Why is this knowledge necessary 

for inclusion?
Reading Goal Access Barrier

Foundational skills Students may understand themes in 

literature but cannot decode words.

Literal comprehension Students may understand how to decode 

words but may not grasp meaning.

Inferential comprehension Students may grasp literal meaning but 

have trouble connecting concepts if they 

are not explicit.



Two Concepts to Promote 

Inclusion
• Target vs. Access skills

• Remediation, Accommodations, Accessibility



Reading a Passage in a Book

Target Skill: 

Student can 

connect 

information in 

passage to her 

own life.

Access Skill:

Student must 

decode print on 

page



Reading a Passage in a Book

Target Skill: 

Student can 

connect 

information in 

passage to her 

own life.

Access Skill:

Student must 

decode print on 

page

Student can 

listen to a 

teacher 

read, read 

with a 

friend, use 

technology



Access Skill Deficit = Disability

Target Skill Focus + Teaching Changes = 

Ability



Three Approaches

Remediation Accommodation Accessibility

Work with child one-on-

one or in small groups  to 

improve access skills.

Student with deficit uses 

different means to reach 

target skills.

Teacher employs 

strategies designed to 

help  all students reach 

target skills (also called 

Universal Design).

Edyburn, 2010; 

Rose & Meyer, 2002





Inclusive Education requires careful 

consideration of target and access skills

Inclusive Education requires remediation, 

accommodation, AND accessibility

(without accessibility it is just special 

education)



Latest Research

• Using technology to provide audio inputs for 

science and math (thus removing access 

skills barriers).

• Understanding what is the best way for 

another person (or computer) to read science 

and math terms.

• Focus on accessibility for all rather than 

accommodations for a few.





Final Thoughts

• Inclusive education requires that we do our 

work differently.

• One way is to identify the difference between 

target and access skills.

• Once access skills are identified, accessible 

teaching strategies support all students to 

reach target skills, even if by different means.
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